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Introduction
53%1 of donors leave because of a charity’s lack of communication.

How many of your donors are leaving because you aren’t telling them what they need to know?

Nonprofits know communications are key for mobilizing and supporting fundraisers and donors, but they
often struggle to do so effectively. One of the most frequent requests we get from our nonprofit partners
is help in creating a communications strategy for fundraising campaigns. So we decided to study tons of
research and success stories and identify best practices any organization can use.

This guide will walk you through a peer-to-peer fundraising campaign from start to finish and explain how
to reach your audience every step of the way. We will start with how to generate initial publicity and build
momentum with a soft launch. Next we will cover segmenting your audience to deliver more engaging
emails throughout the campaign. Finally, we will discuss how to follow up and build a strong fundraising
community to power future campaigns.

Bonus: To help you apply these strategies, we’ve included sample emails, fundraising tip sheets, a
campaign timeline, and a checklist.

Ready?

Let’s go!

1

The Fundraising Coach. “[Guest Post] Why Donors Stop Giving.” http://fundraisingcoach.com/2013/04/15/
guest-post-why-donors-stop-giving/
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Chapter 1
What We Need to Communicate

You could have the best idea in the world, but if you can’t tell people about it you won’t get very far. The
same goes for a fundraising campaign. You need to communicate that you are having a campaign, why
people should help, and how they can help. But before you tell people about your fundraising campaign,
you need to know what you’re talking about.

Know Thy Campaign
It’s hard to communicate something if you don’t understand it yourself. This is why planning and outlining
a campaign beforehand is so important.

There are two parts of your campaign to settle before you start asking supporters to invest their time and
money: the logistics and the message.

Logistics
This is the who, what, when, and how of your campaign. Who are you asking to help? When does the
campaign start and end? Where and how will the fundraising take place?

Here are some basic logistical
elements you should determine:

Crowdfunding vs. P2P Fundraising
There is a lot of confusion about the differences

• Dates: Start and End
• Method of fundraising:
Crowdfunding, Peer-to-peer, inperson event, etc.
• Goals: Dollar amount, number of

between these two forms of fundraising. Simply put, a
crowdfunding campaign consists of a single donation
page to which community members donate. In P2P
fundraising, you reach out to your network and ask
them to spread the campaign to even more people.
Each participant creates a personal page for his or her
peers to donate to. This multi-tiered approach lets a
nonprofit grow their community and gain new donors.

new donors, etc.
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Message
This is the why of your campaign, the theme or story.

The “why” of every fundraising campaign is to raise money, but to grab people’s attention and make
them connect with the campaign, your message needs to be more focused.

For example, Blood:Water is a nonprofit that supports African grassroots organizations addressing the
HIV/AIDS and water crises. So it’s safe to assume that any fundraising campaign of theirs will be raising
money for this mission. But the messaging of its Class Acts of Kindness campaign highlights a
specific program.

Blood:Water is using the back-to-school season to fundraise for supplies and clean water so children in their
service areas can attend school. The campaign has its own name (incorporating the theme of the classroom) and
their webpage features the story of an individual student.

Make your communications stick by incorporating:
• Name of the campaign

• Tone & voice

• Branding & imagery

• Story (characters, setting, program)
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Your Communication Channels
A key step in forming a communications strategy is taking stock of the channels through which you reach
your audience. In other words, how do you talk to your supporters?

These days, the most common means of communication is
email, but getting the word out for your campaign must be a
multi-pronged attack. Your supporters aren’t all in the same
place at the same time.

The Must-Haves
• Email: As we said before, email is now one of your biggest communication tools. Every fundraising
campaign should make use of your email list.
• Website: Your website should also stay updated with current campaigns and activities. Make sure
anyone who visits your page knows about your campaign and its status. (Hint: a campaign thermometer
is great for this!)
• Social Media: You don’t need to be active on every platform, but social networks where you have a
large or particularly active following can be extremely helpful in publicizing a campaign.

More Options
Now that you know the mediums that all campaigns should use, take a minute to think of other ways
you reach people in your community. While email, social media, and your website will be the biggest
communication pipelines, consider adding some of these methods to reach beyond your network.
• Direct mail
• Local media and trade publications
• Community events
• Partnering with local clubs, schools or workplaces
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Make a Plan
Nonprofit development is a marathon, not a sprint. So like a marathoner, you need to plan for the
road ahead. A runner has to know their route, where they can get water, and be able to see if they
are on pace. Similarly, communications are important at every stage of your campaign, from the first
announcement to days after the giving deadline.

Creating the Communications Calendar
A great place to start is with a calendar or timeline. Anchor your timeline with launch and deadline dates,
and from there you can plan your promotional communications, track your progress, and schedule
emails. Make sure you leave space before and after the campaign’s start and end dates to account for
planning and follow-up.

Your timeline will look something like this:

Promotion
HAR D L AUNC H

D O N ATI O N D E A D L I N E

Inform / Support / Motivate
Follow Up

Now that you have the basic outline of your timeline, this guide will help you fill in the communications
you want to use at each stage. Some of the things you can schedule on your timeline (and in your
CMS/CRM) are:
• Emails

• Thank yous

• Social media posts

• Press releases

• Blog posts
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A timeline helps you visualize communications over the course of the campaign, but it is also a good
idea to mark important activities on your general calendar.

Chapter 1 Recap
• Know your campaign before you start telling people about it
-- Logistics: Dates, goals, fundraising methods
-- Message: Purpose, theme, imagery, story
• Your must-have communication tools are email, social media, and your website, but try adding others
like local media and direct mail.
• Create a timeline to visualize and organize your communications.
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Chapter 2
Launching Your Campaign

Have you heard of test audiences?

Movie studios use them to preview films before they are released to the public. Sometimes these
audiences’ feedback tells producers they might need to change something. Studios also show their
movies to critics before the release date. Favorable quotes from these critics are then used in ads for
the film.

Not only do these preliminary viewings help studios notice issues within the film, but they also build buzz
and anticipation. Nonprofits can use a similar strategy to make sure a fundraising campaign gets off to a
good start.

In this chapter, we’ll explain why and how you should soft launch your campaign. Then we’ll go over how
to use this momentum to maximize your hard launch.

Why You Should Soft Launch
If you haven’t heard of it before, a soft launch is a little bit like a test audience. Before you push out your
campaign and try to get your whole audience behind you, you ask a few trusted supporters to
start fundraising.

A soft launch serves two purposes:
1. Test
It’s valuable to simply test your fundraising system
and identify any problems. Asking some supporters
to go make their page will allow you to get some

DO

N AT

E

real feedback on how easy it is. You can ask these
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fundraisers if there were any steps they found difficult. With a good peer-to-peer fundraising platform,
this shouldn’t be a problem but the test audience of fundraisers can also discover what questions
future fundraisers will ask.
2. Momentum
The more important reason you should soft launch your campaign is to build momentum and start
raising your fundraising thermometer.
You see, there’s this concept called

Goal Proximity

Goal Proximity. A study by Kiva.org found that

This concept is best illustrated by the
Shootout Example. Let’s say a hockey

the closer a fundraising page was to its goal,

game is tied and they go into a threeperson shootout. In the final round,

2

the higher the rate of contribution. People

each team has scored one goal and

were more likely to donate when a fundraiser

there’s only one player left. He shoots
and scores. The crowd goes wild

was close to meeting their goal. This can in

and everyone celebrates this game-

part be attributed to the fact that people feel

winning goal. And even though the
first shootout goal was worth the same

more responsible and accomplished if their

number of points, the second will be

contribution to a successful project comes at the
end. This is why you should call on your steadfast
advocates early on. You need your steadfast

remembered and valued more.
Applied to fundraising, this means that
a donor may feel more responsible for

supporters to start things off so you can win over

the success of a campaign if they give
at the end. Their donation seems more
meaningful when it comes at the end.

those that are more hesitant.

This is one reason it can be tough to get
your first few donations.

So in a soft launch, you call on your most
reliable supporters to get the ball rolling. These
advocates for your cause would probably fundraise anyway, but asking them to raise money at the
very beginning can help you gain momentum. People who are just finding out about the campaign

2

Cryder C. & Loewenstein G. (2011). The Critical Link Between Tangibility and Generosity. In Olivola C., &
Oppenheimer D. (Eds.), The Science of Giving: Experimental Approaches to the Study of Charity. New York, USA,
Taylor and Francis Group LLC.
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will see that other fundraisers have already seen success. Your soft launch fundraisers break the ice
and show that this is already an active, successful campaign – plus it’s an amazing way to call out
your most dedicated supporters and make them feel valued!

Reaching Out to Your Best Fundraisers
If you’re wondering who you should ask to be a part of your soft launch, your best prospects are the
supporters you can really count on.

Some great candidates are:
• People who have a personal or longstanding connection with your organization
• People who have fundraised successfully in the past
• Members of your board
• Devoted volunteers

Because your soft launch will only be a small portion of your audience, you can spend the extra time to
ask these contacts personally and directly. Either by email or phone call, explain that you want to gain
some momentum for the campaign and you’re asking a select group of people to fundraise.

Emphasize that you are coming to them because they have done so much good in the past. You should
also offer to work with them to personalize their page and set their fundraising goal. You can help them
through the process since there will only be a few fundraisers at this point.
$5,000

Once they get started, your soft launch fundraisers will not only get that

$2,500
$1,000

progress bar moving, but they will also set an example for new fundraisers. This
is one reason you should ask soft launchers to set lofty fundraising goals. As
more people create campaign pages, they will see what others are aiming for
when choosing their own goal. Once your soft launch is under way and you’ve
got some active fundraisers, you can go full throttle with your hard launch.
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Hard Launch
The hard launch is when you tell the whole world that your campaign has started. If your campaign was a
movie, this would be your opening weekend.

Along with test audiences and critics’ comments, studios also work hard to make their films visible on
billboards, TV, and online. Most nonprofits don’t have the budget for this kind of paid advertising, so you
need to work with what you’ve got. This is where your primary communication channels come into play.

Website and Social
Your website and social media accounts are platforms over which you have a lot of control without
added expense. When you officially launch your campaign, it should be featured on your homepage
and social media profiles. The branding and imagery of your campaign can be used in profile pictures,
banners and background images. This way, anyone looking at your organization will immediately come
face-to-face with your campaign. Although it doesn’t take a lot of work to change your cover photo on
Facebook, these little touches build
excitement and visibility.

Blog
If you have a blog, this is a great
place for some extra information
on your new campaign. You can
elaborate on the story behind
this event and the programs it will
support. This is also the perfect
place to feature individual stories of
the impact your nonprofit has had in
 Read the blog post

the past and the problems you are
working to address now.

Action Against Hunger featured their #Team45 campaign on
their blog.
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So far, these ways of communicating your hard launch have been most likely to reach your existing
supporters: people who are visiting your website, reading your blog, and following your social media.

In order to reach a wider audience, however, you should reach out to local media and publications
(online and print) related to your cause. Creating a concise, compelling press release will give these
outlets a summary of your campaign and make it easy for them to pass the information to their audience.

But there’s one more major component of your hard launch: your email list. It’s so important that we’ve
devoted an entire chapter to it, and that’s where we’re headed next. Read on to learn how to segment
your email list for fundraising success.

Chapter 2 Recap
• Begin with a soft launch of your fundraising campaign. This allows you to build momentum and find out
what kind of help fundraisers will need.
• Call on board members, longtime supporters, and past fundraisers to create pages. Help them
personalize their page and encourage them to set challenging goals.
• Take advantage of your website and social media space for your hard launch. Make the campaign
visible by blogging and sending out a press release.
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Chapter 3
Email Segmentation

You wouldn’t answer a call from your doctor by saying, “Hey dude, what’s going on?” And you probably
wouldn’t text a good friend the message, “I was wondering if you would be available for a short meeting
this week.”

Obviously, the way we talk to people depends on our relationship with them. And fundraising emails
should be no exception.

Email is an important part of any fundraising campaign’s communication strategy, but to be most effective
at recruiting fundraisers and donors, you need to send the right ask and the right language to each
contact. In this chapter, we will explore how to segment for your initial campaign email and create
appropriate messages for every level of involvement.

Some Key Factors in Segmenting
Segmenting your email list basically comes down to two questions:
• What is our existing relationship?
• What can we reasonably ask of this contact?

In other words, a contact’s past involvement with your organization (donating, fundraising, volunteering)
and their ability to give or fundraise will help you send an appeal that is appropriate. Of course, these two
questions are intertwined, so the answer to one may clue you into the other.

You can start by looking at your community as a whole. Think about the demographics of your supporters
and ask who are my donors and fundraisers?
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If you have already created donor personas, this will show you some of the different groups within your
audience.

Some examples of supporter segments
• Long-standing donors: Older, reliable, more traditional
• Young supporters: Active online and in social media, small donations if at all
• Mid-size donors: In-between, more giving power than young supporters but not as much as longstanding, somewhat tech savvy
• People with close personal connection to the cause: Range of ages/classes

Now that you have some general groups, you can start thinking about what kind of asks make sense.
Your email about the campaign will undoubtedly ask the recipient to get involved, but by sending the
same CTA to all of them, you may miss out on how individuals can best help.

For example, let's say you send all contacts the same email announcing the campaign and end it with
this appeal:

You would probably get some responses, but you could also be missing out on a lot.

Maybe Joanne, a 48-year-old well-off donor, could easily donate $500. After receiving your email,
however, she is content to click the $250 button. While her generous donation will certainly help your
mission, you’ve essentially left $250 on the table.
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Or what about Steve, an underemployed 24-year-old? He doesn’t feel able to give $50 at the moment
but he doesn’t really notice the minuscule fundraise CTA. Steve sends the email to his trash folder and

Contacts this
different shouldn’t
receive the same

moves on to see what his 700 Facebook friends are up to. This
social media whiz could have recruited a ton of new supporters
if the email he received had focused on getting him to fundraise
or share a cause he’s passionate about with his network.

appeal.
Contacts this different shouldn’t receive the same appeal. Even
just separating large donors from small donors allows you to send a more targeted email to each. For
contacts who have never donated or are unlikely to donate, you can also emphasize the
fundraising option.

It’s a good idea to approach each appeal with a reach goal and a conservative goal. If you think one
segment of donors is likely to donate $100, you should include that as one of your suggested donations.
Don’t be afraid to put a higher suggested donation alongside it. The goal is to make a reasonable ask
but remind supporters they have the option to give more.

Emailing Fundraisers
Fundraisers are a special segment of your audience.
You need ongoing communications to guide,
motivate, and thank them.

To help each fundraiser succeed, shortly after they
create a page you can send them some helpful
information and advice. Team Rubicon found that

This tip sheet  has some helpful advice

when they sent a group of fundraisers a tip sheet,

for any peer-to-peer fundraiser, but you

they raised three times as much as fundraisers who

can also create a branded document with
information specific to your organization.

didn’t receive this information.
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A great option for communicating with fundraisers is by planning an automated series of emails. Your
CMS or CRM may already fill this need, or you can use a service like MailChimp or Constant Contact.

By creating separate lists for your segments and scheduling a series of campaign emails, you can
maintain consistent communication with each group.
Liberty in North Korea
is great at delivering
outstanding emails to their
supporters, which both
delight and direct the reader
to get involved.

Another tactic you can
incorporate is sending
emails to fundraisers in
response to their activity.

This email congratulates a fundraiser who
has achieved 25% of their goal. This kind of
positive reinforcement can keep supporters
motivated by letting them know their hard
work has not gone unnoticed.

You can also send an email to rally a
fundraiser if their page has been inactive
for several days.
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Chapter 3 Recap:
• To make the most of your email list, segment it based on past involvement and ability to help.
• Make sure each appeal has a reach goal along with the expected option.
• Create a series of emails to guide fundraisers throughout your campaign.
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Chapter 4
Approaching the Deadline

As you can see, a lot of thought and planning goes into the initial promotion of your fundraising
campaign. But after inviting people to participate, you can’t just sit back and wait for the donations to
come rolling in.

In this chapter, we’ll go over how to keep enthusiasm high, update supporters, and facilitate engagement
in your community.

Everyone on the Same Page
As we mentioned, Goal Proximity suggests that the closer a fundraiser is to its goal, the higher the rate
of donation. This is one reason why it is so important to update your audience and celebrate when you
make progress. Not only should you commend individual fundraisers for reaching their goals, you should
also publicize when the campaign as a whole reaches a milestone.

A good way to keep people motivated and focused is to split your overarching goals into weekly goals.
This makes your appeals more immediate.

Rather than saying,

You can say,

We have raised almost

We are very close to our

20% of our goal. Will

goal of raising $2500 this

you help?

week! Will you help put
us over the edge?

The latter is much more urgent and tells the reader that their gift will be a pivotal moment.
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You want to keep your audience up-to-date with the campaign, but be careful not to stuff their inbox.
Every email should offer some new information or encouragement to the reader. Sending the same email
over and over is a surefire way to annoy your supporters.

Start a Conversation
Until now, this guide on communication strategy has been all about how to communicate your
campaign TO others. But it’s just as important that you communicate WITH donors and fundraisers.
Fortunately, this has never been easier. With email and social media, you can answer questions and
promote fundraisers who live a thousand miles away.

Pro Tip
Peer-to-peer fundraising can help you reach more

Make sure to continue promoting

people and raise more money, but some fundraisers

your fundraising campaign after the
launch. While you do want to have

will want some help.

a big push to launch the fundraiser,
keeping the campaign in your social
media channels and blog updates will

You can definitely simplify this with a tip sheet and

help capture donors who may have

FAQ page, but if someone goes through the trouble of

missed the initial announcements.

creating a page, make sure they can get in touch with
a real live person. You don’t need a 24 hour fundraising
hotline, but a designated staff contact shows that you want to partner with fundraisers for success.

Another great way to get questions and feedback from your community is to stay active on social
media. You should definitely take advantage of any social media following you have by promoting
your fundraising campaign there. As the
campaign progresses, however, Twitter,
Facebook, and other platforms can
become a place for discussion and advice.
Fundraisers and donors can ask questions
or share their stories and pages.
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To encourage fundraisers, tweet your thanks to individual supporters who are actively raising money. You
can do the same for donors.

The Final Countdown
A time will come in your campaign when the end is in sight. Having just a few days left in your campaign
is like when a runner finally sees the finish line in the distance. You’re nearly there and it’s time for the
final kick.

Find ways to incorporate your approaching deadline into your social media posts. For example, if you are
a wildlife sanctuary you could tweet this series of images to count down the final days.

To rouse any supporters who haven’t gotten involved yet, use social media and your website to
emphasize that they can still help. This focus on the real-world effect of their donation shows just how
easy it is to help!
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Chapter 4 Recap
• The proximity effect makes people more prone to give when you are near your goal. So make sure to
highlight your progress as you go.
• Break up your big campaign goals into weekly or daily goals. This brings more urgency to your appeal
and gives you small victories to celebrate along the way.
• Make sure fundraisers can reach you for any problems or questions and initiate conversation on social
media.
• Use the daily countdown to your deadline to post a series of engaging pictures on Twitter. This unites
the visual image of your cause with the urgency of the final days of the campaign.
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Chapter 5
Follow Up or Fall Behind

Fundraising is a complex and multi-faceted endeavor. You have to juggle many different balls and every
time is different. But experience helps.

To truly understand and learn from your campaign (and ultimately improve the next one) you need to
keep communicating with your supporters after the final donation.

In this chapter, we’ll cover the three main elements of following up with your community:
• Thank You
• Results
• Survey

First and Foremost, Say Thank You
Showing your gratitude to fundraisers and supporters may sound obvious, but it is always important
enough to be mentioned. Not only does saying “thank you” make your mama proud, there is science
showing its impact on a relationship.

In a study at Gonzaga University, researchers paired subjects for a mentorship program and later asked
the mentors about the experience.3 The mentors who had received a note saying “thank you SO much”
rated their mentees as warmer and were more willing to provide contact information to continue the
relationship. If this effect transfers to the donation experience, then a sincere thank you could improve
your relationship with supporters and lead to continued giving.

3

The Gonzaga Bulletin. “Psychology Professor's New Study Shows the Social Impact of Saying 'Thanks'.” http://
www.gonzagabulletin.com/news/article_b080b802-3ed6-11e4-b709-0017a43b2370.html
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not all thank yous are equal
If you treat this message like a simple formality, donors will notice. Your thank you is an opportunity to
deliver the warm glow and emotional impact that donors and fundraisers want. A great place to start
is asking yourself, “Does this
look like a thank you note or a
receipt?” If it’s the latter, you’ve
got a problem.

THANK YOU
#456584FS

THANK
YOU

In a survey by Software Advice,
FOR BEING AWESOME

donors’ most preferred way of
being thanked was through a

personalized letter (46%), followed by email (35%).4 While donors like personalized messages like these,
they did not feel the same about a phone call, which only 8% preferred.

Many (if not most) organizations won’t be able to send a personal, handwritten to every donor, but
this can be a great tool for hanging on to new or especially generous supporters. You can then use
segmentation to send large numbers of donors emails specific to their involvement.

For example, you could segment donors by the size of their gift, whether they have donated in the past,
or according to custom questions from your donation form.

Don’t forget to treat fundraisers as a separate segment. Sending them an email thanking them for the
donation will make your organization look careless.

4

The Able Altruist. “How to Turn One-Time Donors Into Repeat Donors.” http://able-altruist.softwareadvice.com/
how-to-create-repeat-donors-0214/
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Along with your individual messages through direct mail and email, be sure to update your website, blog,
and social media to express your gratitude. If you can, uploading a video of staff or constituents saying
thanks can be a touching way to reach your audience.

Communicate the Results
“Thank you” isn’t all you should say when your campaign comes to an end. It’s important to share the
final results of your campaign. Your fundraisers and donors have been a part of this story from the
beginning, so they’ll deserve to know the ending.

This is actually an important factor in donor satisfaction. The 2011 Cygnus Donor Survey found that 53%
of donors said that “achieving and communicating measurable results” was an important factor in
continuing support.5

This element of your follow-up strategy is all about sharing and celebrating what the campaign has
accomplished.

Some important results you can include in your summary of the results are:
• Total dollar amount raised
• Dollars translated into impact or resources ( e.g., 10,000 backpacks for kids)
• # of new donors gained
• # of fundraisers who raised over $5,000
• Growth over previous campaigns

As we found out before, everyone wants to be part of a winning team, so show your supporters that they
helped secure a big victory for your cause. They should be proud of the impact they’ve made!

5

Cygnus Applied Research, Inc. “The Cygnus Donor Survey: Where Philanthropy is Headed in 2011.” http://www.
cygresearch.com/files/free/US-2011-Cygnus-Donor-Survey_Report-Executive_Summary.pdf
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Surveys for Better Fundraising
A successful campaign offers more than financial aid; it is also a chance to gather valuable information
from your supporters. And it has never been easier to create and distribute customized surveys.

Once the dust has settled, ask your fundraisers and donors to share their thoughts on the campaign and
the process. This will help you identify and fix pain points standing in the way of your success.

Some important considerations when creating your survey
• Keep your language and meaning simple and clear. Y
 our data won’t be accurate if the question is up
for interpretation.
• Don’t overwhelm the reader with options. T
 his could put off respondents and cause them to abandon
the survey.
• Tell the respondent how long the survey is or how they are progressing through the survey.
Knowing what’s next helps encourage people to complete the survey.
• Be conscious of other people’s time.How long would this respondent be willing to spend on this
survey? Some donors may stray after only 5 minutes, but committed fundraisers and supporters might
be willing to spend more time giving detailed answers.

This final point brings up the need to
create more than one survey. Questions
you would like to ask fundraisers may
not apply to donors and vice versa.
SHORT

LONG

DETAILED

So consider creating a very short survey
for one-time donors, a somewhat longer survey for larger donors and casual fundraisers, and a detailed
survey for your power fundraisers and most devoted supporters.

The questions you include on your surveys will vary based on your organization, but it is a good idea to
look for actionable data.
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Some sample survey questions
• How did you first become aware of the campaign?
• Did you find the online donation process simple and easy?
• Which of these programs are you most interested in?
• Did we email you not enough / enough / too much?

There are lots of affordable options for creating surveys. Your CRM or CMS may have this feature, but
you can also use Mailchimp or Constant Contact. Not only can you write the survey and email it, these
platforms will give you basic statistics and analysis. There are also tons of stand-alone free tools like
SurveyMonkey, KwikSurveys, or even Google Forms.

Chapter 5 Recap
• The fundraiser’s work doesn’t end when the last donation clears. Following up will create stronger
donor/fundraiser relationships and provide actionable insights for the future.
• Thank yous are essential. Donors prefer to be thanked through a personalized letter or email. Segment
your audience to scale up personalization.
• Share the campaign’s results with your donors and fundraisers. D
 onors value communicable results.
Include more information than a simple dollar amount and evoke emotion.
• Reach out to your audience with online surveys. Be conscious of time and clarity and, as always,
segment.
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Chapter 6
Growing and Strengthening Your Community

A fundraiser’s work is never done, but the load is easier to bear when you have a passionate community
to help. Along with raising funds and gathering information, your campaign is also a chance to grow
and strengthen your network of supporters. It’s a great time to turn casual supporters into powerful
advocates.

In this chapter, we’ll talk about how to retain donors and fundraisers and how to inspire them to stay
involved with your organization.

Recruit Your All-Stars
Every team has its all-stars and many campaigns will have power fundraisers or donors who surprise you
with their generosity. You want to keep these people on your team.

In the weeks after your campaign, take time to gather a list of your most productive fundraisers and new
and old donors who seem poised to get more involved. Just like your soft launch, you should reach out
to these people on a personal level by email or possibly even by phone.

The goal is to show that you
recognize that they have gone
above and beyond for your cause.
At the very least, these messages
should be personalized with the
recipient’s name and details of
their participation.
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There are three essential parts of this message to fundraising all-stars:
• The Thank You:It’s always a good place to start
• Special Recognition:State how they impressed you and how important they were to the campaign
• Ask for Future Involvement:This is a fine line. Of course you want to get them to donate or fundraise
again, but be aware that they may not be interested in starting over immediately. Consider asking them
to participate in a campaign 3-6 months from now.

For example:

To

peter@fundraiser.com

Subject

Cc Bcc

Hey Peter, You're Awesome!

Dear Peter,
First and foremost, I wanted to thank you again for fundraising for the International Education
Aid Organization. We are thankful for all of our supporters, but your work truly impressed us.
The $8,350 you raised was over 8x the average among our fundraisers! Your hard work will
provide scholarships for 92 children, giving them a life-changing education!
I’d love to speak with you about your fundraising success and maybe you can give me some
tips for our next peer-to-peer campaign this July. Would you be available for coffee this Friday
afternoon?
Sincerely,
Donald McKutchen
Development Officer

Note that this sample message begins with a thank you, notes the recipient’s extraordinary results,
and then makes a gentle ask for future involvement.
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Cultivating a lasting relationship with power fundraisers and donors is worth investing some extra time.
Professional sports teams spend extra time and money to retain their best players because they know
the impact with be worth it. Make your best players feel appreciated and keep them on your team.

Impact Stories for All
In their survey of 2,833 adults, Software Advice found that “sixty percent of donors want impact stories to
see how their first donation is making a difference.” 6

You need impact stories for the same reason teachers need examples: they illustrate an idea or principle
at work. Impact stories are one of your most important tools in keeping supporters engaged after a
campaign. If you can show progress, donors and fundraisers will not only see results, they will also feel
the emotional impact of your work.

Here are some details to pay attention to in crafting your impact stories.

The Power of the Individual
Again, while it may seem like you should emphasize any large-scale impact your programs have, that
may not be the best choice for an impact story.

Studies have shown that research participants are more willing to give and give more when they are
presented with a single, identified individual in need of help. This Identifiable Victim Effect means that
your story about how one girl’s life was changed by your programs may evoke more emotion and action
than if you featured the entire population of people affected.

6

The Able Altruist. “How to Turn One-Time Donors Into Repeat Donors.” http://able-altruist.softwareadvice.com/
how-to-create-repeat-donors-0214/
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Descriptive Language
If you’re going to tell a story, tell it well. A
story needs a setting and characters, it
needs sensory information. Include details
about what someone would see, hear, and
feel if they were dropped into this story.

The point is to make your story real to
someone who hasn’t experienced it. So tell
them how hot the midday sun was or how the cicadas sounded in the evening.

With these factors in mind, always be on the lookout for stories that will excite and inspire your
supporters. Featuring the amazing work their gifts support will encourage donors to give again.

Converting Donors to Monthly Giving
Fundraising campaigns are important for an organization’s growth, but recurring monthly donations
offer reliable income to support your programs year-round. A peer-to-peer campaign that brings in new
donors or reengages lapsed supporters gives you the opportunity to ask for a monthly gift.

An appeal for monthly donations definitely shouldn’t be your first communication with a contact after your
campaign. Start with your thank you/results message and impact stories. But once you have expressed
your gratitude and shown their money at work, you can ask if they are willing to make a continuing
commitment to your cause.

Like just about every other email, segmenting will help you send a more personalized and appropriate
message. Consider segmenting donors based on their gift size so that you suggested monthly gift makes
sense for each donor. If someone’s first donation to your organization was $15, they probably won’t
commit to a $100 gift each month.
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Chapter 6 Recap
• Identify your power fundraisers and impactful donors and reach out personally to them.Give
special recognition of their help and ask them to stay involved moving forward.
• Engage your supporters with impact stories.Use individuals and sensory detail to create emotional
impact.
• After the campaign, ask donors and fundraisers to consider a monthly gift.
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Conclusion
Communication is everything when it comes to fundraising. You need to convey information in a way
that doesn’t just reach your audience, but also appeals to them. We hope this guide has shed light
on communicating with, encouraging and thanking fundraisers so you can strengthen and grow your
community of supporters and set your organization up for future fundraising success!

Don’t forget to check these other, related resources!
• Classy’s Customizable Fundraising Tips Sheet 
• Campaign Identity Worksheet  (Included within this guide)
• Communications Checklist  (Included within this guide)
• Classy Blog  for fundraising and marketing tips and ideas
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Fundraising Worksheet
Use this worksheet to get a big picture view of your campaign

CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT Your campaign's most basic information

Campaign Theme

Campaign Name

Key Milestones
Soft Launch Date

Hard Launch Date

1st Announcement
Send Date

Campaign End Date

CAMPAIGN Goals Outline your campaigns objectives and how you’ll achieve them

Campaign Goals
1.

3.

2.

4.

Revenue Sources
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CAMPAIGN Branding Overview your campaign’s brand identity and communication guidelines

Story Title

Tagline

Voice & Tone

Image & Story

Communication Channels

Target Audience(s) & Segments

• Web

• 

• Email

• 

• Social Media

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Fundraiser Resources

Point of Contact: Who can your fundraisers contact for
support?

• Fundraising Tip Sheet 
• Visual Media
• eCards
• 
•
• 
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Thank you emails, surveys & Follow up

All Donors Receive

All Fundraisers Receive

1. 

1. 

2. 

2. 

3. 

3. 

4. 

4. 

5. 

5. 

Notes
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Communications Checklist
Use this checklist to plan and track your to-do list

Pre-Launch


Establish your campaign’s theme



Establish your campaign’s name – preferably

Fundraisers


appeals that encourage them during
campaign

tied to theme


Outline critical campaign elements:

Segment your fundraisers to create directed



Build strategy to recognize & support your
fundraisers, including

 Key milestone dates

 “Thank You for Creating a Page” Email

 Audience segments/personas

 Classy's Fundraising Tip Sheet  (or your

 Fundraising methods

own)

 Campaign goals

 Automated reminder and/or progress

 Communications channels


Establish communications strategy



Recruit soft launch fundraisers



Soft launch campaign

emails to fundraisers

Follow Up


 Thank you and engagement message on

Launch


Update website to feature campaign



Write a blog post about your campaign



Send press release to local media



Update social media icons and banners to

Follow up should include:

donation receipts
 Thank you and campaign results recap for
entire audience
 Thank you and campaign results blog post
 Fundraising survey for:
 Donors

feature your campaign


Announce your campaign on social media



Send first email appeal to lists



Keep contacts up-to-date on your campaign’s

 Fundraisers

 Personal thank yous (letter, phone etc.) to
standout donors/fundraisers
 Contact top fundraisers and encourage

progress to keep everyone engaged through

future involvement

the end of the campaign


(Optional) Press release on final campaign
results
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Dashboard

Fundraising Cureoke for a Cause

Cureoke for a Cause
Overview

Edit

Communicate

Reports

Advanced

Send Messaging
All Attendees (58)

3 Weeks Until Go Time

Reply

Inbox

To:

Abby Jonas

3 Weeks Until
Go Time

Re:

Hello Future Singers and Stars!

From:

Abby Jonas

Subject: 3 Weeks
Until Go Time

I hope you all are preparing for the
Cureoke for a Cause event in 3 weeks! Your
microphones await nothing but glory. Here are
a few tips to get those last minute donations
from your supporters. We’ve also attached
some videos to get those vocals inspired.

Hi Abby!!
Thank you so much for the
heads up. Do you know
what time we pick up our

Reply

Communicate with your
supporters in an instant
Send mass emails or personalized thank yous to your donors
and fundraisers with an easy-as-pie interface.

START FUNDRAISING FOR FREE
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